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Virginia: Child COVID Cases Have Dropped by 93%
Since Youngkin Lifted School Mask Mandates
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***

Newly reported cases of COVID-19 in Virginia’s children have dropped by a whopping 93%
since Governor Glenn Youngkin ordered an end to school mask mandates upon taking office
this January.

A graph from the Virginia Department of Health charting newly reported COVID-19 cases in
Virginians  aged  0-19  was  recently  released  showing  the  wild  success  of  Republican
Governor  Glenn Youngkin’s  executive  order  bringing  an  end to  Virginia’s  school  mask
mandates, which were enforced on children against the will of their parents.

Despite hysterical warnings from those who claimed countless teachers and children would
die were face freedom restored to Virginia’s youth, newly reported COVID cases in the
state’s 0-19 age bracket have dropped by a whopping 93% since Governor Youngkin’s
executive  order  restoring  parental  rights  went  into  effect.  Though  a  number  of  left-wing
school districts resisted Youngkin’s order, claiming that state law allowed them the right to
forcibly cover kids’ faces, Youngkin later signed a bill passed by the state’s legislature that
made face freedom in schools the law of the land.

Even some Democrats, like Senator Chap Petersen, who tends to be more pro-freedom than
the rest of his party, pitched in to help liberate Virginia’s kids, further isolating those on the
radical left from normal Virginians.

“Two months after new Governor Glenn Youngkin ended school mask mandates, cases
among kids aged 0-19 in Virginia are down 93%,” pro-freedom author Ian Miller, who
has gone to great lengths to expose the oppressive COVID tyranny agenda wrote in a
tweet, also including a Department of Health graph proving the drop in cases.

“There is quite literally no evidence or data based argument to support forcibly masking
kids in schools,” Miller’s tweet went on, echoing the assertion of parents nationwide
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who are tired of being told how to raise and care for their children.

According to a Virginia Department of Health graph shared on Twitter by Miller, cases of
COVID among Virginians aged 0-19 peaked under ex-Governor Ralph Northam and the
Democrats’ school mask mandates. Some days, thousands of new childhood COVID cases
were reported as kids were forced to sit in school for hours with a germ-collecting mask
pressed to their face – and no right to remove it!

Immediately following the January 24th executive order to end school mask mandates in
Virginia, the number of newly reported childhood COVID cases, which had reached as many
as over 3,000 in one day, began a steady decline. By the end of February, cases had leveled
out towards the bottom of the graph.

Two months after new Governor Glenn Youngkin ended school mask mandates,
cases among kids aged 0-19 in Virginia are down 93%

There is quite literally no evidence or data based argument to support forcibly
masking kids in schools pic.twitter.com/2g5578ycC8

— Ian Miller (@ianmSC) March 26, 2022

Despite the good news that Virginia’s school kids are both safe and free to show their faces,
some districts and pro-maskers within them have fought tooth and nail to keep masks on
the faces of other people’s children. Just recently, US District Court Judge Norman Moon
ruled  that  12  medically  unwell  children  in  Virginia  can  force  their  classes  to  make
“reasonable  modifications”  to  their  setting,  including  the  forced  masking  of  other  children
against their own will and that of their parents.

That  case  was  brought  to  the  court  by  pro-mask  parents  and  the  far-left  ACLU,  who
celebrated the ruling, boasting that it will serve as a “blueprint” for the continued forced
masking of kids in school.
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